“Full of soul and known for her captivating voice”(Lucky Magazine), Lisa
Marie Smith became “a Las Vegas favorite...” (Robin Leach) after being a headliner in multiple shows
on the strip.
Lisa Marie Smith has been a staple performer in multiple “Best of Las Vegas” awarded productions.
For 4 years, she led the award-winning production show PIN UP as the costar and headlining
singer. She then joined the Actor’s Equity original cast of BAZ: Star Crossed Love at
the Palazzo (featured on Ellen, Dancing With the Stars, and more!) . Currently, she is one of the
Lead Vocalists of The Mayfair Supper Club inside the Bellagio, simultaneously runs a successful
corproate band, “LMS”, and is the owner of LMS Voice Studios. One of her most notable
performances was singing the National Anthem for a televised boxing event at Tmobile Arena that was
viewed by over 20 million people. Not too long after, Lisa was invited as the vocalist for the 4th of July
National Anthem on the Las Vegas Fireworks display by Caesar’s Entertainment.
Lisa Marie has a degree in Musical Theater from The Boston Conservatory at Berklee School of Music.
There, she was trained heavily in both classical and contemporary voice instruction, advanced acting
for the stage and film (with an emphasis on Shakespeare!) and intermediate dance. She has always had
a deep connection to the “Entertainment Capital of the World”, and is proud to call Las Vegas her home
for the last 20 years. Voted as one of the Top 100 Women of Influence of Las Vegas, Lisa Marie is
continuing to develop a strong following locally, as well being invited to travel around the world to
share her love of music. She is the proud spokesperson of Positively Arts- a Las Vegas based 501c3 that
connects young people to the arts.
In addition to her stage performances, business ownership, and community outreach, Lisa Marie is
signed with Indie Record Label, “FERVOR RECORDS”, and released her self-titled EP in 2018 to a
sold-out crowd at the Esports Arena inside the Luxor.
“Will blow your mind… all we can say is WOW.” –Stratosphere Hotel and Casino
“A beautiful artist with a resonant voice”- John Katsilometes; LV Review Journal
“So good you’d swear she was lip synching”- CoEd.com
“… this place is PACKED!! Lisa Marie killing it on the
vocals right now. Wow… just wow.”- Channel 3 Las Vegas on NYE
Unmentioned Additional Awards and Achievements
Actor’s Equity Union Member
Face of 2019 LIONEL TRAINS Spring Collection
Host for ESPORTS Arena at the Luxor
Guest Entertainer with Don Casino Productions
SAG/AFTRA

